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Abstract

Improved understanding of fear inhibition processes can inform the etiology and treatment of anxiety disorders. Safety

signals can reduce fear to threat, but precise mechanisms remain unclear. Safety signals may acquire attentional

salience and affective properties (e.g., relief) independent of the threat; alternatively, safety signals may only hold

affective value in the presence of simultaneous threat. To clarify such mechanisms, an experimental paradigm assessed

independent processing of threat and safety cues. Participants viewed a series of red and green words from two

semantic categories. Shocks were administered following red words (cue1). No shocks followed green words (cue-).

Words from one category were defined as safety signals (SS); no shocks were administered on cue1 trials. Words

from the other (control) category did not provide information regarding shock administration. Threat (cue1 vs. cue-)

and safety (SS1 vs. SS-) were fully crossed. Startle response and ERPs were recorded. Startle response was increased

during cue1 versus cue-. Safety signals reduced startle response during cue1, but had no effect on startle response

during cue-. ERP analyses (PD130 and P3) suggested that participants parsed threat and safety signal information in

parallel. Motivated attention was not associated with safety signals in the absence of threat. Overall, these results

confirm that fear can be reduced by safety signals. Furthermore, safety signals do not appear to hold inherent hedonic

salience independent of their effect during threat. Instead, safety signals appear to enable participants to engage in

effective top-down emotion regulatory processes.

Descriptors: Safety signals, Anxiety, Emotion regulation, Fear, Psychophysiology

Effective emotion regulation is critical to adaptive functioning in

clinical and nonclinical populations alike. In particular, improved

downregulation of fear and anxiety responding has direct clinical

applications to psychiatric disorders characterized by anxiety (e.g.,

generalized anxiety disorder, simple phobia, agoraphobia, posttrau-

matic stress disorder [PTSD]). Emotional responses can be modu-

lated through several methods involving dynamic cognition-

emotion interactions, and this is an active area of study with regard

to the cognitive and affective dysregulation characteristic of vari-

ous psychological disorders (e.g., depression, Johnstone, van

Reekum, Urry, Kalin, & Davidson, 2007; phobias, Larson et al.,

2006). This work suggests that, just as emotional states can impair

or facilitate behavioral responses on cognitive tasks (e.g., Gray,

2001), cognitive processes impact affect. For example, attention

and reappraisal have been found to modulate subjective ratings of

negatively valenced pictures (Ochsner, Bunge, Gross, & Gabrieli,

2002), autonomic responses to stressors (Butler et al., 2003; Gross,

2002), and activation in affect-relevant subcortical regions such as

the amygdala (Ochsner et al., 2004; Pessoa, 2005). Further, areas

of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) known to play an important role in

cognitive processing, including the dorsolateral and medial PFC

and the orbitofrontal cortex, are recruited to modulate fear respond-

ing (Ochsner et al., 2002; Ochsner & Gross, 2005). Indeed, PTSD

is believed to be characterized by medial PFC hypoactivity, as top-

down inhibition of limbic system hyperactivity is impaired in this

disorder (Maier, 2015).

In and outside of the laboratory, emotion regulation may be

achieved through selective attention, distraction, or through other

top-down processes such as reappraisal, in which one might use
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attentional control to reevaluate the personal relevance of a stimu-

lus or to process external cues (Ochsner et al., 2004). Importantly,

contextual information can provide signals for emotion regulation,

such as when a dark alley seems less threatening in the presence of

a nearby police car. Such contextual cues, which convey security

despite the presence of other apparent threats, have been referred to

as “safety signals” (e.g., Maier, 2015; Rachman, 1984; Sartory,

Master, & Rachman, 1989). Studies assessing emotional responses

to safety signals during simultaneous threat presentation have the

potential to inform mechanisms and processes involved in success-

ful emotion regulation (i.e., downregulation of fear/anxiety

responses). A large literature indicates that safety signals broaden

while threat cues constrict attention; however, little is known about

the psychophysiological underpinnings of this process (for review,

see Friedman & F€orster, 2010).

Improved understanding of the mechanisms involved in the

effective regulation of such negative affective responses holds con-

siderable potential to inform etiology and treatment of anxiety dis-

orders. When used successfully, safety signals can be useful for

regulating negative emotional reactions and coordinating behav-

ioral responses to aversive situations. Thus, safety signals have rel-

evant clinical applications for psychiatric populations characterized

by emotional dysregulation and related functional impairment. For

example, the ability to effectively identify cues that predict danger

from those that are benign is profoundly disrupted in PTSD, in

which afflicted patients overgeneralize fear responses to banal

stimuli (Jovanovic, Kazama, Bachevalier, & Davis, 2012).

Furthermore, elucidating mechanisms by which safety signals

may aid in successful emotion regulation, and to what extent differ-

ent populations are able to benefit from them, may help to clarify

ongoing debates within clinical psychology. In particular, long-

standing research and clinical attitudes suggest that safety signals

(e.g., a pill bottle) are detrimental to certain anxiety treatments

(e.g., exposure therapy) for the very reason that they reduce fear

and anxiety, thereby preventing full extinction of fear (Foa &

Kozak, 1985). In contrast, more recent research and commentary

suggest the potential utility of safety signals, used judiciously, to

effectively downregulate fear and anxiety under threat in both clini-

cal (e.g., Carter, Hollon, Carson, & Shelton, 1995; Goldin & Gross,

2010; McKay, 2010) and nonclinical (e.g., Coan, Schaefer, &

Davidson, 2006) populations. In particular, safety signals estab-

lished via processes other than experiential learning (e.g., through

cognitive behavioral therapy) may have utility in clinical popula-

tions. Thus, improved understanding of impact of safety signals

established by instruction on behavior, fear responses to threat, and

attention would help to clarify their affective, attentional, and moti-

vational properties and speak to their clinical utility.

Animal Models of Learned Safety

Although relatively understudied to date in humans, safety signals

and their effects on fear and anxiety responses have been well

documented in animal models. In rodent models, safety signals can

be established through conditioned inhibition that develops across

a series of learning trials (e.g., Gewirtz, Falls, & Davis, 1997). Con-

ditioned inhibition is a learning process in which an animal is

trained to fear a conditioned stimulus (CS) due to its repeated pair-

ing with an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US, e.g., electric

shock). The conditioned inhibitor (i.e., the safety signal) is then

presented along with the CS without the US, and the animal learns

that the conditioned inhibitor prevents the feared stimulus and/or

indicates safety, which is indicated by less freezing behavior.

Substantial basic research with rodents has demonstrated condi-

tioned inhibitors effectively decrease fear responding (e.g., Gewirtz

et al., 1997). For example, the presence of a conditioned inhibitor

(that predicted no shocks even in the presence of a threat) reduced

physiological reactions associated with fear (fear-potentiated startle

and corticosterone release) in response to the threat in rats (Cam-

peau et al., 1997). Thus, learning processes such as conditioned

inhibition can contribute to safety signals’ ability to downregulate

or otherwise inhibit fear in animals. Recent research suggests safety

signals are processed in the basolateral amygdala (BLA) in primates

(Genud-Gabai, Klavir, & Paz, 2013), and the posterior BLA and

bed nucleus of the stria terminalis in rodents (Christianson et al.,

2011).

Some animal researchers have suggested that one means by

which safety signals reduce fear is through acquisition of their own

affective quality (i.e., reinforcement, relief) independent of the

threat stimulus (Dinsmoor, 2001). Admittedly, disentangling the

fear-inhibiting versus rewarding qualities of safety signals, and the

question of whether relief is processed as rewarding, are controver-

sial (see Christianson et al., 2011, for review of animal literature).

Dinsmoor and Sears (1973) suggested that the presence of a safety

signal had a positive reinforcing effect in pigeons (increased lever

presses to the safety signal even in the absence of threat) that was

distinct from the negative reinforcing effect of terminating a threat

signal. Rats have also been shown to suppress lever pressing for

food in the presence of a danger cue, but increase lever pressing

when a safety cue is presented (Walasek, Wesierska, & Zieli�nski,

1995), suggesting potential positive affective associations. In mice,

learned safety signals can become positive reinforcers and exert

anxiolytic qualities (Rogan, Leon, Perez, & Kandel, 2005). How-

ever, another recent rodent study indicated that safety signals did

not confer reinforcing properties or relief (Fernando, Urcelay, Mar,

Dickinson, & Robbins, 2013), leaving this question unanswered.

Safety Signals in Humans: More Unanswered Questions

Despite the relevance of the results from the few existing learned

safety paradigms and conditioned inhibition paradigms in animals,

safety signal processing in humans has been drastically under-

studied, leaving many lingering questions (Kong, Monje, Hirsch, &

Pollak, 2014). An important issue that has not yet been adequately

addressed in human or animal research concerns the processing of

stimulus associations not involving experiential learning. For

example, fear responses to cued threat of electric shock can be

established via instruction (Curtin, Lang, Patrick, & Stritzke, 1998;

Curtin, Patrick, Lang, Cacioppo, & Birbaumer, 2001). Therefore, it

is plausible that safety signals established by instruction might also

serve to reduce fear. Indeed, many safety signals that humans typi-

cally encounter in the real world (e.g., a policeman on the corner

walking down an otherwise deserted, dark city street; guard rails on

a high balcony or cliff edge, etc.) have been established by proc-

esses other than experiential learning. Furthermore, recent research

in humans indicates that experiential versus instructed learning is

associated with greater uncertainty regarding US occurrences in

panic disorder patients (Lissek et al., 2009), suggesting that these

patients may stand to uniquely benefit from instructed safety.

Moreover, effective safety signals established via instruction might

bear substantial similarity to existing cognitive therapy techniques

involving top-down regulation of emotional responses, such as

reappraisal (Brennan, Beck, & Servatius, 2003). Safety signals

established via instruction, reappraisal, or observation may play

an important role in emotion regulation through top-down
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attentional control, though this has not been tested empirically.

Therefore, improved understanding of the functional significance

of safety signals established via instruction could lead to the

development of new clinical tools for anxiety patients, despite his-

torical admonitions against the use of safety signals in anxious pop-

ulations (Foa & Kozak, 1985).

Although some animal researchers have postulated reinforcing

and/or positive affective qualities of safety signals (Dinsmoor,

2001), human research to date has yielded equivocal results (Falls,

Bakken, & Heldt, 1997; Falls & Davis, 1995; Josselyn, Falls,

Gewirtz, Pistell, & Davis, 2005). Grillon and Ameli (1998) found

that the affective startle response was significantly potentiated dur-

ing presentations of a threat cue (signaling shock) versus a safety

signal (signaling no shock). In their study, startle was also signifi-

cantly reduced in the safety signal versus no-safety signal segments

or intertrial intervals (ITIs) between cues, which the authors inter-

preted as signifying that threat cues and safety signals elicited

opposing affective responses relative to no signal: fear and a posi-

tive affective state of relief, respectively (Grillon & Ameli, 1998).

However, as the authors acknowledged, the no-safety signal con-

text was not neutral (contextual fear was present); thus, it is possi-

ble that the safety signal modulated contextual fear in this

paradigm. Even had this been a completely neutral context, inter-

pretation of the results remains problematic because the attentional

demands of the no-safety signal versus safe conditions differed sub-

stantially, as perceptual or cognitive load has been shown to mod-

ify affective reactions (Pessoa, Kastner, & Ungerleider, 2002;

Sadeh & Verona, 2012). Thus, improved clarity regarding whether

safety signals elicit positive affective responses in humans may be

achieved through more precise methodological control, such as

matching of stimulus properties and cognitive load.

Another important remaining question involves how safety sig-

nals are processed in the context of simultaneous threat; that is,

whether safety signals are processed configurally (i.e., threat and

safety information are processed as a compound stimulus) as

opposed to elementally (i.e., threat and safety are processed as two

separate stimuli that are synthesized to determine threat status), and

to what extent this impacts emotional response. Elucidating atten-

tional processing of safety signals could uncover whether safety

and threat information are processed sequentially, which may allow

top-down regulation of fear responses. Sequential processing of

safety signal and threat information would bear similarity to emo-

tion regulation strategies such as cognitive reappraisal where one

can focus on reinterpreting the situation (e.g., “It is safe here

despite the appearance of danger”; Brennan et al., 2003).

Research addressing this question in humans is rare. Grillon and

Ameli (2001) found that, although a safety signal reduced startle

responses to a cue signaling shock, the safety signal did not transfer

its “safe” property to a new threat signal, suggesting that the safety

signal was only effective in conjunction with the threat in which its

safety was established. The authors interpreted this finding to indi-

cate that participants used a configural approach in conditioning to

a safety signal (i.e., the composite stimulus array of threat cue and

safety signal was categorized as a unitary cue signaling safety

rather than as individual stimuli; Grillon & Ameli, 2001). Indeed,

others have suggested that, unlike animals, humans tend to perceive

compound stimuli as a unique, single entity (configurally) rather

than as an array of separate parts (i.e., elementally; Williams, Sag-

ness, & McPhee, 1994). This hypothesis could be evaluated by

assessing the time course of attention while safety status is deter-

mined (e.g., by measuring ERPs during cognitive processing of

concurrent threat and safety information). Such data could inform

the nature of early attentional processing of the two sources of

information (i.e., whether threat and safety cues are processed con-

figurally), and could also be used to evaluate their impact on later

emotional and behavioral responses to threat. Thus, due to the criti-

cal role that emotional regulatory processes play in adaptive func-

tioning for clinical and nonclinical populations alike, it is important

to fully characterize the time course of attentional processing of,

and resulting emotional responses to, safety signals both in the

presence (to assess downregulation of fear and impact on behavior)

and absence (to assess whether safety signals garner independent

positive affective qualities) of threat.

The Current Study

To date, precise mechanisms for the operation of safety signals in

the downregulation of fear and anxiety in humans have not been

fully elucidated. Thus, our goals for the present study were:

1. To experimentally establish that safely signals established by

instruction can impact emotional responses to otherwise threaten-

ing stimuli, and affect subsequent behavior.

2. To preliminarily test whether safety signals acquire positive

affective properties that subsequently attenuate fear responses, as

has been previously suggested (Christianson et al., 2011; Din-

smoor, 2001; Dinsmoor & Sears, 1973; Grillon & Ameli, 1998),

or whether safety signals are affectively meaningful solely in the

context of simultaneous threat.

3. To determine whether safety signals acquire motivational sali-

ence, garnering attention early in cognitive processing that is

independent of the threat cue, allowing top-down regulation of

fear responses. This possibility may depend on whether safety

signals are processed configurally in combination with the threat

cues (i.e., safety and threat cue information are combined such

that the four conditions are reduced to simply threat and no-

threat) or elementally (i.e., threat and safety signal information is

processed independently; Grillon & Ameli, 2001).

We used a novel paradigm to evaluate the effects of safety sig-

nals established via instruction on fear responses to threat in

humans. We also aimed to characterize the time course of the asso-

ciated attentional processing of this information. In addition, we

examined behavioral responses (reaction time to determine threat

status). The paradigm presented words (animals or body parts).

Each trial included the presence or absence of a threat cue (indi-

cated by ink color of word) that was fully crossed with the presence

or absence of a safety signal (semantic category of word), within

the same stimulus. The use of a safety signal (semantic categoriza-

tion) that required effortful cognitive processing in order to deter-

mine safety status was chosen due to our interest in emotion-

cognition interactions. Such an approach more closely mimics

emotion regulation strategies in complex real life situations, which

are likely to unfold over time as different sources of information

are synthesized to guide emotional response and behavior.

We measured affective response and attention to threat and

safety signals with well-validated psychophysiological indices

including fear-potentiated startle response and ERP, respectively.

Although the startle response may be a more sensitive index of

negative affect (e.g., fear-potentiated startle; Kaye, Bradford, &

Curtin, in press), startle response inhibition can also be used to

document possible positive affective response if safety signals

acquire hedonic qualities. The ability to assess the time course of

processing the two sources of information afforded by this design

can speak to the question of whether threat and safety information

Safety signals and emotion regulation 3



are processed configurally (Grillon & Ameli, 2001; Williams et al.,

1994) or, rather, elementally (Jovanovic et al., 2005). This was

accomplished by examining differential ERP amplitude by condi-

tion to determine attentional effects of these complex cues. We

selected the PD130 and P3 components to examine the processing

stream of cue and safety signals because these two components are

sensitive to early sensory processing and later top-down attentional

processes related to stimulus categorization, respectively (Hillyard

& Anllo-Vento, 1998; Kutas, McCarthy, & Donchin, 1977).

Finally, the fact that the stimuli on each trial were matched in terms

of their attentional properties allows more precise investigation of

whether safety signals take on positive affective qualities as sug-

gested by Grillon and Ameli (1998).

Method

Participants

Thirty-six participants (18 female, 18 male) were recruited from

the undergraduate psychology subject pool at the University of

Wisconsin-Madison and the Madison, WI, community. Potential

participants were screened to verify English reading and writing

proficiency, and to determine any physical or psychological condi-

tion that would contraindicate study participation (e.g., uncorrected

auditory or visual problems, medical condition that contraindicated

electric shock administration). Participants were provided course

extra credit (2 points/hour) or monetary compensation ($10/hour)

for their participation in the experiment.

Instructed Cued Threat Task

The instructed cued fear task consisted of two blocks of 120 experi-

mental trials (240 total trials) separated by a brief rest period. Each

trial consisted of two stimuli (S1 and S2) with their presentation

onsets separated by 2,250 ms (Figure 1). ITIs were 3 s. The S1

stimulus was one of two word categories, either an animal or body

part word, presented in either red or green ink. A blue square was

always used for S2. Participants were advised that an electric shock

could occur 2 s after S1s written in red ink (cue1, shock adminis-

tration would depend on word category/safety signal presence) and

that no shocks would ever follow green S1s (cue-, regardless of

word category). Cue1 and cue- trials were equiprobable (120

each).

Participants were also instructed that shocks would never be

administered if the S1 was a safety signal word, regardless of the

cue type (green or red ink). Safety signals (e.g., animal word for

S1) were presented on 20% of trials (SS1), with the remaining

80% of S1s from the no-safety signal (SS-) category (e.g., body

part words). The use of word categories as the safety signal ensured

that safety signal cue detection entailed higher-order, semantic

processing. Safety signal status was fully crossed with cue type

such that, across 240 trials, there were 96 cue-/SS- trials, 96 cue1/

SS-, 24 cue-/SS1 trials, and 24 cue1/SS1 trials.

Electric shocks were actually administered on 25% of the

cue1/SS- trials (24 of 96 trials). Consistent with participant

instructions, no electric shocks were administered on trials from

the other three conditions (i.e., cue1/SS1 and both cue- condi-

tions). To minimize individual differences, we measured partici-

pants’ subjective shock tolerance threshold 15 min prior to the start

of the instructed cued threat task following standardized procedures

in our laboratory (Bradford, Shapiro, & Curtin, 2013; Curtin et al.,

2001; Hefner & Curtin, 2012; Hefner, Moberg, Hachiya, & Curtin,

2013). Participants reported their response to a series of 200-ms

electric shocks of increasing intensity. Shocks were administered to

the distal phalanges of the index and ring fingers of the left or right

hand (counterbalanced across participants). The procedure required

approximately 5–10 min to complete and was stopped once partici-

pants reached the maximum level of shock that they could tolerate.

In the instructed cued threat task, we administered 200-ms shocks

that were set halfway between participants’ self-reported

“uncomfortable” and “maximum tolerable” shock levels.

To ensure adequate fear responding, participants were instructed

to attend foremost to the ink color of the S1 word and to press one

of two reaction time buttons held in separate hands immediately at

S2 onset (2,250 ms following S1) to indicate whether the S1 was

from the cue1 or cue- category. Cue1 response was mapped to the

same hand on which shock electrodes were attached to further rein-

force processing of the cue1/shock contingency.

Participants were assigned to one of two pseudorandom stimu-

lus orders. Each stimulus order was constrained such that no more

than four cue1 or cue- trials were presented in a row, at least two

trials separated each presentation of an SS1, and no block began

with an SS1. Stimulus orders were fully crossed with shock

administration hand to form four between-subjects counterbalanced

task orders.

Measures

Startle response. Fifty-one startle-eliciting noise probes (50 ms,

102 dB white noise burst with instantaneous rise time) were pre-

sented at 2 s post-S1 onset. This was done to assess fear response

to the S1 (12 probes in each of the four Cue Type 3 Safety Signal

conditions; three additional probes were presented prior to the start

of the task to habituate large responses that are typical in early

probe presentations). Probes were never included on trials involv-

ing shock administration. Neuroscan SynAmps bioamplifiers

(Compumedics Neuroscan, Charlotte, NC) sampled (2000 Hz)

startle blink electromyographic response to these probes using a

S1 S2
750ms 250ms1250ms 250ms

or

KEY
S1: CUE- / No Signal (Green body party word; e.g., FOOT, KNEE)

CUE+ / No Signal (Red body part word; e.g., FOOT, KNEE)
CUE- / Safety Signal (Green animal word; e.g., CROW, LAMB)
CUE+ / Safety Signal (Red animal word; e.g., CROW, LAMB)

Startle noise probe

Electric shock

Blue square (cue to respond)

Button press to indicate S1 CUE category

S2

Figure 1. Each trial consisted of two stimuli (S1 and S2) with their pre-

sentation onsets separated by 2,250 ms. The S1 stimulus was one of two

word categories, either an animal or body part word, presented in either

red or green ink. A blue square was always used for S2. Participants

were advised that an electric shock could occur 2 s after S1s written in

red ink (cue1, regardless of word category) and that no shocks would

ever follow green S1s (cue-, regardless of word category).
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band-pass filter (.05–500 Hz) from miniature Ag-AgCl sensors

filled with conductive gel and placed according to published guide-

lines (Bradford, Magruder, Korhumel, & Curtin, 2014; van Boxtel,

Boelhouwer, & Bos, 1998). Offline processing was accomplished

in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) using the EEGLAB

toolbox (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) with the PhysBox plugin (Cur-

tin, 2011) following published guidelines (Blumenthal et al., 2005).

Processing included high-pass filtering (28 Hz, fourth-order Butter-

worth high-pass filter, zero phase shift), signal rectification and

smoothing (30 Hz, fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter, zero

phase shift), epoching (250–250 ms relative to probe onset), and

baseline correction. We rejected trials with excessive deflections

(values>6 20 mV) between 250–10 ms relative to probe onset as

artifact due to unstable baseline (1.6% of trials). We rejected trials

with mean amplitude less than 210 mV between 100–250 ms postp-

robe as artifact due to baseline overcorrection (0.1% of trials). Two

participants were identified as nonresponders and were excluded

from startle response analyses. Peak startle response between 20–

100 ms postprobe onset was scored relative to preprobe baseline.

ERPs. Neuroscan SynAmps bioamplifiers sampled (2000 Hz)

EEG activity using a band-pass filter (0.5–500 Hz) from four mid-

line scalp sites (Fz, Fcz, Cz, Pz) referenced to linked mastoids and

filled with conductive gel in Electro-Caps (Electro-Cap Interna-

tional, Eaton, OH). Vertical electrooculogram activity was also

measured to correct for eyeblink artifact. Offline processing was

accomplished in MATLAB using EEGLAB and PhysBox. Process-

ing included low-pass filtering (30 Hz, second-order Butterworth

low-pass filter, zero phase shift), eyeblink artifact correction via

regression (e.g., Semlitsch, Anderer, Schuster, & Presslich, 1986),

signal epoching (2200–800 ms relative to S1 onset), and baseline

correction. Trials with excessive deflections (values>6 100 mV)

at any point in the epoch were rejected as artifact (4.1% of trials).

Four participants were removed from ERP analyses due to exces-

sive noise that prevented use of eyeblink artifact correction.

ERPs were scored following standard guidelines (Picton et al.,

2000). We focused on two ERP components, the PD130 and the P3,

each of which is maximal parietally. The parietal PD130 is known to

have latencies of 100–150 ms and is involved in visual processing of

nonspatial features such as color (Hillyard & Anllo-Vento, 1998).

The parietal P3 tends to have latencies of approximately 280–780 ms

and is considered to be an index of stimulus categorization integrity

and speed (Kutas et al., 1977). We identified the peak response

latency and width of each component using the grand-averaged

waveform, collapsed across conditions. Based on this grand-

averaged waveform, we scored the PD130 as mean response between

127–152 ms and the P3 as mean response between 382–432 ms.

Response time. As indicated above, participants were instructed

to make a speeded button press response on S2 onset to indicate the

cue type (cue1 or cue-) of the S1. Response time was recorded in

milliseconds. Trials involving incorrect (2.5% of trials) or no

responses (1.6% of trials) were excluded from analyses. Trials

involving electric shock administration were also excluded, as

shock administration may have interfered with participants’ behav-

ioral response.

Open Science Practices

We support emerging open science guidelines (Nosek et al., 2015).

Following these guidelines, we have made the data and analysis

scripts associated with this report publicly available via Open Sci-

ence Framework. These materials can be accessed at https://osf.io/

hsjxd/

Results

General Analytic Strategy

Each dependent measure (startle response, response time, PD130,

P3) is analyzed in separate general linear model with repeated

measures for cue type (cue1 vs. cue-) and safety signal (SS1 vs.

SS-) and between-subjects regressors for task order. If a significant

Cue Type 3 Safety Signal interaction was observed, we tested sim-

ple effects of safety signal separately for cue1 and cue- trials. If no

significant interaction was detected, we report tests of both main

effects. We report both raw parameter estimates (Bs) and partial

eta-squared (g2
p) to document effect sizes. We also report 95% con-

fidence intervals (CIs) for the parameter estimates.

Startle Response

A significant Cue Type 3 Safety Signal interaction was observed,

B 5 231.1, 95% CI(B) [243.2, 219.1], g2
p 5 .48, t(30) 5 5.26,

p< .001, indicating that startle potentiation (i.e., increased startle

on cue1 relative to cue- trials) was significantly reduced for trials

involving safety signals (see Figure 2). Follow-up simple effects

tests indicated that startle magnitude was significantly reduced on

SS1 versus SS- during cue1 trials, B 5 229.0, 95% CI(B)

[239.3, 218.6], g2
p 5 .52, t(30) 5 5.70, p< .001, providing support

that the safety signals decreased fear response to the cue1. In con-

trast, during cue- trials, there was no significant difference in startle

magnitude for SS1 versus SS- trials, B 5 2.2, 95% CI(B) [22.0,

6.4], g2
p 5 .04, t(30) 5 1.06, p 5 .296, suggesting that safety signals

did not independently inhibit the startle response when presented

during an otherwise neutral (i.e., cue-) trial.

Response Time

As with startle magnitude, a significant Cue Type 3 Safety Signal

interaction was observed, B 5 241.5, 95% CI(B) [257.1, 225.8],

Figure 2. Startle response magnitude by cue type and safety signal pres-

ence is displayed. Startle response magnitude was significantly potenti-

ated during cue1 trials relative to cue- trials (p< .001). Follow-up tests

indicated the main effect of cue type was moderated by safety signal

condition, p< .001, such that fear-potentiated startle to threat was

reduced for trials involving safety signals. Error bars represent the

standard errors for the startle potentiation point estimates from the gen-

eral linear model. ***p< .001.
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g2
p 5 .48, t(32) 5 5.40, p< .001, indicating that the magnitude of

response time slowing on cue1 versus cue- trials was significantly

reduced for trials involving safety signals (see Figure 3). Follow-up

simple effects tests indicated that response time was significantly

faster on SS1 versus SS- trials during cue1 trials, B 5 236.4,

95% CI(B) [-46.7, 226.0], g2
p 5 .61, t(32) 5 7.15, p< .001, provid-

ing support that the safety signals were used successfully to reduce

the behavioral interference produced by the cue1. In contrast, dur-

ing cue- trials, there was no significant difference in response times

for SS1 versus SS- trials, B 5 5.1, 95% CI(B) [-3.7, 13.9],

g2
p 5 .04, t(32) 5 1.18, p 5 .246, suggesting that safety signals did

not independently affect behavior when presented during an other-

wise neutral (i.e., cue-) trial.

ERPs

We display the grand-averaged parietal ERP waveform from which

we quantified the PD130 and P3 in Figure 4. Analyses for these

two components follow.

PD130. In contrast to the startle response and response time, the

Cue Type 3 Safety Signal interaction was not significant, B 5 0.6,

95% CI(B) [-0.5, 1.8], g2
p 5 .04, t(28) 5 1.11, p 5 .277. However,

the main effect of cue type was significant, with increased PD130 on

cue1 (M 5 5.02, SD 5 3.33) relative to cue- trials (M 5 4.03,

SD 5 2.91), B 5 1.0, 95% CI(B) [0.3, 1.7], g2
p 5 .21, t(28) 5 2.75,

p 5 .010 (Figure 5), indicating that the threat cues modulated early

visual attention. The main effect of safety signal condition was not

significant, B 5 20.3, 95% CI(B) [-1.0, 0.5], g2
p 5 .02, t(28) 5 0.73,

p 5 .474. These results suggest that, at early stages of visual process-

ing, threat cues capture visual attention, regardless of safety signal

information. The lack of a significant main effect or interaction

involving safety signal indicates that the safety signal information

has not yet been incorporated at this early processing stage.

Figure 3. Response time by cue type and safety signal presence is dis-

played. Response time was increased during cue1 trials relative to cue-

trials (p 5 .002). Follow-up tests revealed this main effect of cue type

was strongly moderated by safety signal condition, p< .001, indicating

that the magnitude of response time slowing on cue1 versus cue- trials

was reduced for trials involving safety signals. Error bars represent the

standard errors for the response time point estimates from the general

linear model. ***p< .001.

Figure 4. Midline parietal ERP waveform is displayed from 200 ms

pre- to 800 ms postcue onset. PD130 (mean response between 127–152

ms) and P3 (mean responses between 382–432 ms) are indicated by

boxes surrounding the relevant window.

Figure 5. ERP response during PD130 (mean response 127–152 ms) by

cue type and safety signal presence is presented. The main effect of cue

type was significant, with increased PD130 on cue1 relative to cue- tri-

als, p 5 .010, indicating greater attention toward threat cues early in the

processing stream, regardless of safety signal presence. Error bars repre-

sent the standard errors for the PD130 point estimates from the general

linear model. **p< .01.

Figure 6. ERP response during P3 (mean response 382–432 ms) by cue

type and safety signal presence is presented. The main effect of cue

type was significant, with increased P3 on cue1 relative to cue- trials,

p 5 .002. The main effect of safety signal condition was also significant,

with increased P3 on SS- relative to SS1 trials, p 5 .044, indicating that

participants are able to disengage attention in the presence of safety sig-

nals by P3. Error bars represent the standard errors for the P3 point esti-

mates from the general linear model. *p< .05; **p< .01.
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P3. As with PD130, the Cue Type 3 Safety Signal interaction was

not significant, B 5 0.9, 95% CI(B) [20.8, 2.7], g2
p 5 .04,

t(28) 5 1.09, p 5.285. However, the main effect of cue type was

significant, with increased P3 on cue1 (M 5 10.52, SD 5 6.55) rela-

tive to cue- trials (M 5 8.36, SD 5 5.15), B 5 2.2, 95% CI(B) [0.9,

3.5], g2
p 5 .29, t(28) 5 3.40, p 5 .002 (Figure 6). In addition, the

main effect of safety signal condition was significant, with increased

P3 on SS- trials (M 5 9.90, SD 5 5.33) relative to SS1 trials

(M 5 8.98, SD 5 6.18), B 5 0.9, 95% CI(B) [0.0, 1.8], g2
p 5 .14,

t(28) 5 2.11, p 5 .044. Thus, threat cues appear to capture attention

both early (PD130) and later (P3) in the processing stream. In con-

trast, safety signal information does not appear to modulate attention

until later stages of processing (P3), where the presence of a safety

signal allows participants to disengage attention.

Discussion

In the present study, we examined the impact of safety cues estab-

lished by verbal instruction on behavior and in downregulation of

fear responses to threat of electric shock. In addition, we assessed

attentional processing of cues and safety signals over time to deter-

mine when and how safety signals are used to reduce fear responses.

The startle response results indicated that fear responding was

increased only on trials where a true threat was present (i.e., cue1/

SS-). This suggests that, while safety signals inhibit fear (as meas-

ured by startle response) when a threat is present, they do not

appear to have hedonic value when no threat exists (e.g., during

cue- trials).

The response time results mirrored the startle response results,

suggesting that safety signals reduced participants’ performance

deficit (increased time to respond to the S2). Threat of electric

shock caused a performance deficit in responding to word color

only when a true threat was present (i.e., cue1 and SS-). In the

absence of threat (i.e., cue-), safety signals had no impact on

response time, indicating that safety signals did not impact behav-

ior in a nonthreatening context. However, it should be noted that

response time measurement for the cue1/SS- trials was limited to

72 (rather than 96) trials because we excluded trials where shocks

were actually administered in this condition to avoid noise due to

impaired responding following actual shock administration.

Seventy-two trials would be expected to be sufficient to provide

reliable measurement of response time in this condition. However,

it is possible that the response time slowing on these trials was not

due to threat but instead to relief at not receiving an expected elec-

tric shock. Nonetheless, we believe that the comparable pattern of

means across both startle response (which did not suffer from this

limitation because it was measured prior to shock administration

and included all trials) and response time suggests that the response

time slowing resulted from threat, which was reduced by safety sig-

nals on cue1/SS1 trials.

The ERP results indicate that, very early in processing (PD130),

threatening stimuli attract more attention than nonthreating stimuli,

regardless of safety signal presence. This indicates that the two

sources of information—salient threat cue (word color) and a more

complex safety signal (semantic category)—have not yet been syn-

thesized by PD130. This early in processing, safety signals do not

impact attention. At approximately 400 ms, however, P3 results

indicate that, while potential threats (cue1) still garner attention,

the presence of safety signals allowed participants to disengage

attention at this stage of processing. In other words, threat and

safety information were disambiguated by this time point, and this

guided participants’ attention. Taken together, these ERP results

suggest that threat and safety information were processed elemen-

tally (i.e., independently) as opposed to configurally (both cue and

safety signal information combined to form a single entity; Jova-

novic et al., 2005; Williams et al., 1994). Had threat and safety

information been processed configurally, one might approach the

task as having only two types of stimuli, one that threatened shock

(cue1/SS-) versus the other three. Near the end of the trial, imme-

diately before shock administration, this was the pattern observed

for affective response as indicated by the Cue Type 3 Safety Sig-

nal interactions for startle potentiation and behavioral interface

(response time slowing). For these indices at this late point, partici-

pants manifested strong negative affect to the cue1/SS- trials but

little response to the other three conditions. However, analysis of

ERPs earlier during the trial suggested that participants first proc-

essed threat information as indicated by the PD130 and then later

(P3 at 400 ms) displayed attentional modulation independently

based on both threat and safety signals.

Together, these data suggest that safety signals established by

instruction can be used to effectively downregulate fear responses

to threatening stimuli, as evidenced by startle response results. This

finding is further bolstered by behavioral data, as safety signals

improved performance during trials on which a true threat existed,

but not in the absence of threat. Because startle response and

response time were unaffected by safety signal presence during

cue- trials, safety signals do not appear to hold hedonic value in the

absence of threat.

In addition, ERP data also suggest that, early in the processing

stream (i.e., by 400 ms), participants used safety signals to adap-

tively disengage their attention in an otherwise ambiguously threat-

ening environment. Together, our results suggest that, at least in an

instructed fear paradigm, the fear-inhibition properties of safety

signals may result from attentional disengagement rather than from

positive hedonic qualities attributed to the safety signals per se.

However the later affective consequences of this early attentional

disengagement by safety signals (i.e., the inhibition of fear docu-

mented with startle response and response time) manifest only on

cue1 trials because the cue- trials do not elicit any strong affect to

start.

Thus, safety signal presence appears to be important only in the

context of threatening cues; safety signals are not affectively

charged, except when they provide information about an affective

(threatening) stimulus that is present simultaneously. This stands in

contrast to the hypothesis that safety signals confer positive reward-

ing properties (Dinsmoor, 2001; Grillon & Ameli, 1998); safety

signals did not appear to alter participants’ affective response inde-

pendent of their modulatory effects during threat. Our findings cor-

roborate animal work suggesting that safety signals do not acquire

affective qualities in a neutral condition (Josselyn et al., 2005).

However, it does not rule out the possibility that safety signals

could acquire qualities independent of the specific context in which

they are acquired and could be generalized to a different threaten-

ing context/stimulus, thereby attenuating an unconditioned

response (Pollak et al., 2008). Moreover, a recent review suggests

that safety signals do not provide such immunization; while they

reduce the impact of current stressors, they do not moderate the

impact of future stressors (Christianson & Greenwood, 2014).

Implications for Psychopathology and Treatment

The degree to which individuals utilize top-down modulation of

emotion has potential significance for the development, mainte-

nance, and treatment of psychopathological disorders characterized
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by emotional dysregulation. Our findings highlight the potential

utility of treatments involving safety signals as clinical tools for

patients with otherwise poor emotion regulation (e.g., anxiety dis-

orders, depression, PTSD).

Although clinical lore has suggested that extinction in exposure

therapy may be deterred if the client avoids experiencing the full

fear response during exposure (e.g., by using a safety signal such as

a pill bottle or rabbit’s foot; Foa & Kozak, 1985), more recent com-

mentary (McKay, 2010) focuses on the inherent contradictions in

current conceptualization of safety signals and safety-seeking

behaviors as unilaterally undermining such therapies, particularly

given the natural inclination of humans and animals to seek safety

(e.g., Woody & Rachman, 1994). In Rachman’s (1984) safety sig-

nal perspective of agoraphobia, patients are actively encouraged to

seek out signs of safety and security or to travel through danger

toward a safety person, while avoidance behaviors are actively dis-

couraged. Indeed, judicious use of safety signals (such as a safe

person or therapist assistance) in agoraphobics can lead to better

clinical gains such as decreased depression and increased mobility

(Sartory et al., 1989). Similarly, among patients with panic disorder

with agoraphobia exposed to CO2 inhalation, the mere presence of

a safe person decreased both subjective experiences of anxiety as

well as related physiological arousal (Carter et al., 1995). Among

healthy individuals, spousal hand-holding (but not stranger hand-

holding) effectively reduced subjective unpleasantness and arousal,

as well as neural activation to threat of electric shock (Coan et al.,

2006). Additionally, learned safety in rodents decreases not only

fear responding, but also depression-like behavior, sharing neuro-

biological hallmarks of pharmacological antidepressants (i.e.,

increased expression of brain-derived neurotrophic factor [BDNF];

Pollak et al., 2008). Taken together, this work suggests clinical

safety signals could take the form of a safe person (e.g., Carter

et al., 1995; Coan et al., 2006; Sartory et al., 1989), or anything

else that provides information about alternative behavior, coping,

and potentially positive outcomes (Lohr, Olatunji, & Sawchuk,

2007). The results of the present study suggest that, in these other-

wise threatening situations, individuals process threat and safety

information in parallel, synthesizing them over time to effectively

downregulate negative emotions.

Furthermore, existing empirically validated therapies already

benefit from the use of what are essentially safety signals. It has

been suggested that the “active ingredient” of safety signals is to

instill a sense of controllability to existing stressors (Quirk & Beer,

2006), and recent research indicates that individuals high in trait

anxiety have an impoverished ability to learn about action-outcome

associations in unpredictable and/or uncontrollable environments,

impairing judgments about outcome likelihood and contributing to

poor decision making (Browning, Behrens, Jocham, O’Reilly, &

Bishop, 2015). Thus, treatments could also be developed to

improve prediction of external stressors and cues that predict them,

as well as to enhance control over internal cues that have essen-

tially become danger signals (Lohr et al., 2007). Predictability and

perceived control could be increased through a combination of

effortful downregulation of psychophysiological cues (danger sig-

nals), and recordkeeping to identify precipitating events for panic

attacks and to monitor panic symptoms. Given the well-

documented role of unpredictability in contributing to anxiety and

the psychophysiological response to unpredictable threat (Grupe &

Nitschke, 2013; Herry et al., 2007; Sarinopoulos et al., 2010), and

the potential utility of safety signals to adaptively shift attention to

safety to aid emotion regulation, it appears that broadening the

field’s current conceptualization of safety signals would be fruitful.

Moreover, cognitive therapy techniques involving coping skills

training to reduce the negativity of one’s emotions to establish emo-

tion regulatory control may function similarly to safety signals

(Maier, 2015). Indeed, it has been argued that cognitive techniques

recruit the PFC to inhibit maladaptive emotional responses in a top-

down fashion (DeRubeis, Siegle, & Hollon, 2008). Furthermore,

grounding techniques encourage patients with PTSD to attend to

neutral tangible objects in the present environment, and to acknowl-

edge their present safety to effectively reduce anxiety and fear

(Najavits, 2001). This is not dissimilar from the focusing of atten-

tion to the present moment in mindfulness practices, which has also

been shown to aid emotional regulatory processes in dysregulated

patients (Goldin & Gross, 2010; Vøllestad, Sivertsen, & Nielsen,

2011). Cognitive therapy, grounding, and mindfulness may be

effective because they allow patients to effortfully downregulate

negative affective responses by detracting attention from otherwise

subjectively threatening stimuli (e.g., intrusive thoughts or worries

that are future oriented, involving catastrophic outcomes with objec-

tively low probability of occurring), instead focusing on neutral

stimuli; over time, this effortful downregulation becomes a more

automatic part of the individuals’ behavioral repertoire, or a skill.

Limitations and Future Directions

Future research in this area should examine the effects of safety

signals paired with aversive stimuli established via true condition-

ing (e.g., learning), the time course of affective response (via

assessing startle response at earlier time points), and clinically rele-

vant individual differences. Our results indicate that, in healthy

individuals, safety signals established via instruction can effec-

tively be used to downregulate fear responses; however, it may be

the case that individuals with heightened or pathological anxiety

are not able to use such cues as effectively. In fact, a recent study

in adolescents at risk for developing emotional disorders indicated

that startle responses during safe conditions predicted the develop-

ment of anxiety disorders over the next 4 years (Craske et al.,

2012). Tasks such as the one used in the present experiment have

the potential to inform such individual differences in fear potentia-

tion versus inhibition of fear responding within clinical popula-

tions. For example, PTSD patients may exhibit normal fear

potentiation, but impaired ability to impair fear responding (Grillon

& Morgan, 1999). Recent research has suggested that this may be

related to impaired ability to learn safety signals (Jovanovic et al.,

2012), and it is possible that other anxiety disorders share this dys-

regulation. As generalized anxiety has been conceptualized as an

“unsuccessful search for safety” (Woody & Rachman, 1994) that is

characterized by hypervigilance to threat, future research should

assess the ability of these patients to utilize safety signals to down-

regulate fear and anxiety. Furthermore, paradigms similar to the

one used in the present experiment could be used to assess the

impact of pharmacological treatments on processes of fear poten-

tiation and fear inhibition, respectively. Such work has the potential

to shed light on prevention and treatment of PTSD and other anxi-

ety disorders (Christianson et al., 2011).

As aforementioned, our results indicate that safety signals do

not possess affective qualities outside of their fear-diminishing

effect during threatening conditions. However, our conclusions

regarding the affective properties of safety signals rely primarily on

the startle response-dependent measure. Future research could use

a broader array of alternative indices of affective response, and

conclusions regarding hedonic properties of safety signals should

be drawn from this study with some discretion.
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Finally, is also possible that how safety signals established

first via instruction operated in this study is actually quite

different than how safety signals function in true conditioned

inhibition, learned safety, and/or inhibitory fear-learning para-

digms. Although available neuroscientific research in humans

suggests that verbally instructed fear paradigms induce both

amygdala activation and physiological responses to threat com-

parably to acquired fear paradigms in animals (e.g., Phelps

et al., 2001), it is possible that processing of instructed safety

signals may operate differently. It should also be explored

whether safety signals established via instruction or through

therapeutic techniques such as cognitive behavioral therapy,

grounding, mindfulness, and other techniques can engender the

same antidepressant effects as do those established by experi-

ential learning processes in humans and animals (e.g., Pollak

et al., 2008). If so, this could be a very powerful clinical tool

for numerous psychiatric disorders characterized by emotional

dysregulation.
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